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Lighting the Farmstead 
Planning the Wiring 
By I. P. Blauser, Extension Agricultural Engineer 
LECTRIC wiring about the farmstead, in the home, and in 
other farm buildings has but one purpose. That is to carry 
ectricity where it is to be used. 
Electricity is used for light, heat, and power. Some people 
ve a-dded a fourth use and call it electronics. Others consider 
~ectronics as a control of the flow of electricity rather than a 
arate use. 
Almost every farm in Ohio now has electricity. Except for 
homes, few are being wired for the first thne. Wiring now-
ays usually means additions or overhauls of old systems. 
Electric wiring often gets no attention until trouble occurs 
im or flickering light, poor operation of equipment, or 
ed out motors. Installations of new equipment offers one 
d opportunity to look critically at the entire wiring sys-
Then he can make needed changes so the system will be 
dequate, convenient, and economical. 
is section will give assistance in planning systems to users 
ectricity. It will not give instructions on installation. 
1 ed wiremen usually install wiring. Anyone, however, who 
Iting to take time to learn rules and ways of electrical wir-




electric wirmg systetn that ·will 
take care of all present and future 
needs for electricity, because new 
uses arise from time to time. It is 
not too difficult, however, to plan 
and install a wiring system that 
will need no additions for 10 to 15 
years. The extent to which you ac-
complish this' depends upon how 
carefully you plan and how well 
you can appraise future needs. 
Plan for Life of Building 
Wiring systems, if installed 
properly and kept in good repair, 
will be good for the life of the 
building. That calls for careful 
planning in locating lighting out-
1 et s, convenience outlets, and 
switches. Plan these so the electric 
service will offer maximum conven-
ience. Poorly located outlets and 
switches may lose much of the con-
venience and safety of electric 
service. It is not always easy to 
correct those mistakes, for some-
times high expenses may arise. 
Locate Switches Conveniently 
Plan for control of all center 
lighting fixtures by wall switches, 
located at convenient places. Use 
three-way and four-way switches 
to control lights in halls, stairways, 
or in rooms to be used as passage 
ways. These switches make it pos-
sible for you to turn on and off the 
lights ahead and behind your path 
of travel. You will save many steps 
in the course of a year by not hav-
ing to retrace to turn off lights. 
You may avoid injury by not ha 
ing to go through unlighted ro.o 
or up and down unlighted stairs. 
Consider Remote Control 
You may want to consider, al 
a newer method which replaces t 
three-way and four-way swi 
method. This method, remote co 
trol, uses a relay operated by 1 
voltage. Push buttons which co 
trol the relay can be located a 
place since the control wire 
be smaller. With such a plan 
will not need to pay as much atte 
tion to insulation. If you w 
light control from two or thr 
places, it is generally cheaper 
use three- or four-way switche 
Provide enough convenience o 
lets to allow you to attach portali 
pieces of equipment easily a 
quickly to the electric circuit. 
creased use of floor and table lig 
make it highly desirable to have 
abundance of convenience outle 
This makes it unnecessary to 
tach them to center fixtures or ha 
extension cords run under rugs 
around the rooms. 
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Place Outlets Frequently. 
Install at least one double 
venience outlet on each wall of 
ery major room. In the li 
room, place outlets so it will no 
more than six feet in any direc 
to a convenience outlet. 
Nearly everyone is intereste 
getting an economical wiring · 
tern. An economical wiring sys 
not necessarily one that costs the 
~st money. The wiring system is 
ong-time investment for consid-
ation as such. Weigh not only the 
st of the system but also the 
fety, adequacy, and convenience 
f that system. If you attempt to 
:Ve a few dollars on installation, 
u may have a system which is a 
or shock hazard. 
Don't Be a Tightwad 
f wires are not large enough to 
frry the current needed, lights 
nd equipment will not operate ef-
eiently. Money saved by doing 
thout proper wires or enough 
cuits is soon used up by greater 
!Jts Of operation. Increased costs 
tin.ues, of course, as long as the 
tern is used under these circum-
:nces. 
Transformer 
he transformer (Fig. 3) is an 
portant part of the electric serv-
It is the property of the power 
lplier and is the electrical de-
which reduces the high line 
tage (2,300 to 12,000 volts) 
wn to 115 and 230 volts for use 
the farm and home. Since the 
Fig. 3. Transformer, showing distri-
bution line (6900 volts) at left, and 
service drop (115/ 230 volts) at right. 
the expense of the power supplier. 
For that reason the power supplier 
is interested in installing the mini-
mum size transformer which will 
do the job. The power supplier, 
however, is quite willing to see that 
the transformer is large enough 
when he knows that additional ca-
nsformer is the property of the pacity is needed. 
er company, it is responsible to It is quite important therefore 
that the transformer is the cor- that power suppliers be notified 
size to deliver the proper when new equipment is placed on 
unt of power where the farm their lines so that good service may 
hig begins. be given and also to prevent the 
There is a continuous loss of transformers from being overload-
~Ctricity in the transformer, and ed and possibly burned out. 
larger the transformer, the Because of increases in farm 
er the loss. Since this loss loads, it has become general prac-
rs before the electricity goes tice to place the transformer as 





Types of Farm Wiring 
Most common wiring in use on farms is non-metalli 
sheathed cable. It is cheap and easy to install but needs pro 
tection in exposed places. Regular non-metallic sheathed cabl 
is not satisfactory for damp locations. A new type has a plasti 
or rubber covering and is satisfactory for damp locations. 
Metallic sheathed cable wiring has an outer covering of. 
flexible steel, interlocking ribbon. This gives good mechanica 
protection but allows rust and corrosion. If not carefully in 
stalled, it will "short" between wfres and covering. Use a con 
tinuous and adequate ground for the outside metal covering. 
Rigid conduit, metallic tubing, metal surface raceway, an 
knob-and-tube are less common. Rigid conduit costs the mos 
and has some of the faults of metallic sheathed cable. Knob 
and-tube once was most common. Installation and up-keep ar 
all-important with any wire. Install only where the Cod 
permits. 
Wiring plans on following pages were prepared by th 
Farm Wiring Coordinating committee of NEMA Farm El~c 
trification Bureau. The Ohio Agricultural Extension Servic 
approves the plans. 
• • • 
Wiring Plans For Your Buildings 
Dairy farming is one of agricul- ress. The building design, wirin 
ture's hardest as well as one of its lighting, and equipment illustrate 
most profitable operations. Also it place top emphasis on efficienct 
is one of many jobs in which elec- ease of operation, economy an 
tricity has made outstanding prog- cash returns. 
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3 • 15 AMP. BRANCH CIRCUITS TO SERVE LIGHTS CIRCUITS 
WHAT THE 
SYMBOLS MEAN 
0 CEILING OUTLET 
-0 fL' OUTLET fOR FLOODLIGHT 
-0 WALL OUTLET 
-© FAN OUTLET 
~ CONVENIENCE OUTLET 
®1t OUTLET FOR BARN CLEANER 
®c OUTLET FOR MILK COOLER 
®D OUTLET FOR HAY DRYER 
@M OUTLET FOR MILK ING MAC HINE 
®FG OUTLET FOR FEED GRINOER 
®FM OUTLET FOR FEED MIXER 
®" OUTLET FOR HOIST 
@HS OUTLET FOR HAY 
STORAGE EQUIPMENT 
®s OUTLET FOR SILO UNLOADER 
@s• OUTLET FOR SPACE HEATER 
@n OUTLET FOR STERILIZER 
@WM OUTLET FOR WATER HEATER 
5 SINGLE POLE WALL SWITCH 
5P SWITCH WITH PILOT LIGHT 
2 • 20 AMP. BRANCH CIRCUITS TO SERVE CONVENIENCE MILK COOLER • 12 
OUTLETS IN BARN AND MILK ROOMS, ALSO FAN OUTLET MILKING MACHINE·12 
#12 WIRE MINIMUM SILO UNLOADER • 12 
1 • 20 AMP. BRANCH CIRCUIT TO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS IN FEEO MIXER • 12 
FEED ROOMS, ALSO HEATER OUTLET AND FEED ROOM HAY STORAGE 
HOIST,#12 WIRE MINIMUM EQUIPMENT • 12 
1 • 30 AMP., 230 VOLT BRANCH CIRCUIT TO STERILIZER, SPACE BARN CLEANER • 10 
HEATER AND WATER HEATER OUTLETS IN MILK ROOMS 
8 • INDIVIDUAL 230 VOLT CIRCUITS AS FOLLOWS •• 
FEED GRINDER - 10 
HAY DRYER • 8 
Lighting outlets-Locate one 
ery 12 feet on center of line of 
litter alley and one every 20 feet 
n center line of feed alley. If 
ore light is desired, locate a see-
d line of lights in the litter alley, 
acing outlets over the hind quar-
rs of each row of cows. 
Duplex convenience outlets-
ould be located in tlie litter alley 
nd in the two maternity pens, as 
own. They are necessary for 
ch plug-in equipment as clippers, 
ersion heaters, heat lamps. 
curing fan, feed grinder and mixer, 
milk cooler, water heater and other 
equipment illustrated. 
Service panel-Shown on an in-
side wall of the barn protects it 
from frost and moisture. The barn 
is served by 15 branch circuits. 
Structural features-Includes a 
feed processing room, with con-
necting overhead bins, feed grinder 
and mixer for automatic handling 
of grain. The silo is attached to 
the barn so ensilage can be me-
chanically unloaded into carts in a 
section of the feed room. These 
Special purpose outlets-Are re- features are in addition to those 
ired for the milking machine, shown in the efficiently arranged 
entilating fan, barn cleaner, hay and well-equipped milk house. 
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Electricity is a:ti impor~ant fac-
tor in modern poultry farming, 
whether it be used in the larger 
than average poultry house shown, 
or in smaller installations. This is 
true in egg production, particularly. 
Lighting-Keeping a proper 
light-schedule-13 to 14 hours of 
light every 24-hour period - will 
help keep egg production high dur-
ing cold or "off-peak" months. This 
means that natural light must be 
supplemented by artificial light in 
the fall, winter and early spring. 
To control the lighting schedule 
with the desired degree of regular-
ity, automatically and without per-
sonal attention, is the job of the 
time switch, shown on the wall in 
the feed storage room. These de-
vices operate equally wel 
ing or evening light pra 
formation on the corre 
light needed and their p 
tion in the poultry house 
tained from Extension Se 
power suppliers. 
Switches have been p 
that all or a part of the Ii 
be worked by hand or tirn 
Feeding and watering-
driven automatic feeder ta 
of the feeding problem, 
terers, supplied from the 
system, provide an adequa 
round supply of water fort 
During cold weather, the us 
mersion heaters and heatin 
will keep water and pipe lin 
freezing. 
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___ ,I 0 CllUNG ounn 
CIRCUITS 
4 - 15 AMP. LIGHTING CKTS1 2 TIMI-SWITCH CONTROLLED F 
a • 20 AMP. CKTS,#12 Wiii MINIMUM. -
ONI TO DUPLEX CONVENIENCE ounns IN PINS 
ONI TO DIOP CORD CONVINllNCI OUTLETS IN PINS 
ONI fOI ALL HMAINING 115 VOLT ounns 
1 - 2ao VOLT CKT. TO ILIVATOI MOTOR 
12 
o.. CllLINO ounn WITH 16". 
40 W LAMP 
<I> DIOP CORO CONVINllNCI 0 
@ l'Ow11 ounn c2ao v.) 
qr FAN ounn 
5 SINOLI POLI SWITCH 
53 ~WAY SWITCH 
@> 
ding-The single electric 
pe brooder, shown in the 
tion, is typical of those used 
ultry operation of this size. 
brooding is safe, saves 
d labor, enables chickens to 
faster and offers automatic 
on. 
d handling-The movement 
a from floor to floor is taken ··~· easily _ through the use of a 
ary elevator, requiring an 
1 dual 230-volt circuit, as well 
230- volt outlet. 
ere's money in hogs. But they 
~grow into marketable size to 
ff. ' To help them get a "profit-
start in life is one of electric-




Q CEILING OUTLET 
@oUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET 
@OUTLET FOR WATER HEATER 
., 
of electricity in the hog house are 
shown in the accompanying illus-
tration. · 
Brooders--Electric brooders save 
many a little pig. For this reason, 
the illustration shows three duplex 
convenience outlets for connection 
of brooders in each of the five far-
rowing pens. 
Lighting-Two overhead lights 
are located in the farrowing room 
and another in the cooker room for 
general illumination. 
Cooker room-The wiring layout, 
as shown, makes provisions for the 
use of a water heater, hot plate, 
cooker and other equipment in the 
cooker room. 
• • • 
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The farm shop, illut>trated, .con-
tains all the elements of a complete 
work and hobby shop. Provisions 
have been made for both wood and 
metal working. 
Lighting-Lights for general il-
lumination are installed on the ba-
sis of one for every 200 square feet 
of floor area. "Work" lights include 
one for each permanently installed 
piece of equipment and one for 
every 10 feet of bench length. The 
stairway from the first to the sec-
ond floor also is well lighted. 
Motor branch circuits-Two 230-
volt branch circuits are required 
for the shop, to serve lath 
pressor, band and circular 
Welder-There also is a 
wire, 230-volt branch circuits 
to serve the limited-input 
former-type arc welder. D 
convenience outlets-eight d 
conveniences outlets, which a 
on the plans, are for the tr 
small electric tools, drill pres 
grinder. 
Structural design-As l 
trated, the building has a ca 
over the front door so that 
chines may be repaired under 
er. The door of the building,s11 
THE FARM SHOP 
FIRST nooR 
CIRCUITS 
2 • IS AMP. 115 VOLT BRANCH CIRCUITS TO LIGHTS 
1 • 20 AMP. 115 VOLT BRANCH CIRCUIT TO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS 
1 -#12 230 VOLT MOTOR BRANCH CIRCUIT TO LATHE AND COMPRESSOR, 
1 ·#12 230 VOLT MOTOR BRANCH CIRCUIT TO BAND & CIRCULAR SAWS' 
1 -#6 230 VOLT CIRCUIT TO WILDER 
WHAT THE SYMBOLS MEAN 
0 CEILING OUTLET @., OUTLET FOR COMPRESSOR 
-Q,. OUTLET FOR FLOODLIGHT©., OUTLET FOR CIRCULAR SAW 
~ CONVENIENCE OUTLET @, OUTLET FOR LATHE 
S WALL SWITCH @. OUTLET FOR WILDER 
5> 3-WAY WALL SWITCH 
@,.OUTLET FOR IAND SAW 
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WHAT THE SYMBOLS MEAN 
0 CEILING OUTLET 
{),. OUTLET FOR FLOODLIGHT 
@c OUTLET FOR CONVEYOR 
@ E OUTLET FOR FIXED ELEVATOR 
@p OUTLET FOR PORTAILE ELEVATOR 
@s OUTLET FOR CORN SHILLER 
S WALL SWITCH 
@GD OUTLET FOR GRAIN DRYER 
CIRCUITS 
I - MOTOR BRANCH CIRCUIT OF#12 WIRI TO 
FIXED ELEVATOR AND CONVlYOR MOTORS (230 VOLT) 
I - MOTOR BRANCH CIRCUIT OF#12 WIRE TO 
OUTLlTS FOR PORTAILl ELEVATOR (230 VOLT) 
I • INDIVIDUAL 230 VOLT CIRCUIT TO CORN SHULER .#12 WIRE 
I • INDIVIDUAL 230 VOLT CIRCUIT TO GRAIN DRYH 0 1/8 WIRE 
SECOND FLOOR 
n and is large enough so that and second floor conveyor. The por-
table elevator is used to crib corn in 
the side bins, to deliver it to the 
electrically operated sheller, shown, 
or to load cribbed corn into wagons. 
The vertical elevator delivers corn 
from the floor dump to the over-
head conveyor, which carries it to 
the overhead bins. 
· t equipment can be moved in-
during cold or stormy weather. 
he granary illustrated is 
ipped for quick, easy and auto-
tic handling of ear corn and 
all grain. 
ighting-Three lights are 
wn on each floor for general il-
ination. 
otor branch circuits-Two 230-
t motor branch circuits are re-
ired to operate the portable ele-
~tor, bucket type vertical elevator 
Individual 2301-volt branch cir-
cuits - Two such branch circuits 
are recommended-one for the corn 
sheller and the other for operation 
of either a wagon hoist or blower-
the latter for drying grain . 
• • • 
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CIRCUITS 
2 - 15 AMP. BRANCH CIRCUITS TO LIGHTS 
2 - 20 AMP. BRANCH CIRCUIT TO CONVENIENCE 
OUTLETS AND FANS,#12 WIRE MINIMUM 




Milking parlors, similar to the 
type shown, are growing in popu-
larity in many sections of the coun-
try. Their growth has been noted 
in the south, particularly because 
of the mild winters, which make 
loafing barns or open sheds more 
feasible than in northern areas. In 
operation, cows walk from the 
barn, shown attached to the milk-
ing parlor, into the "parlor." They 
are washed in stalls at the entrance 
to the milking parlor and then walk 
into tandem stalls to be milked. 
Milk passes from the cow into a re-
ceiver, and then through a pipe di-
rectly into an automatic can filler 
in the milk house. 
Lighting-Four ceiling lights 
are located in the washing and 
milking area. Also there are: One 
WHAT THE 
SYMBOLS MEAN 
o@ CONVENIENCE OUTLET 
5 WALL SWITCH 
SJ 3-WAY WALL SWITCH 
0 CEILING OUTLET 
@ww OUTLET FOR WATER HEATER. 
-<!) OUTLET FOR FAN 
@M OUTLET FOR MILKER PUMP 
@c OUTLET FOR CAN COOLER 
ceiling light in the passageway 
leading to the milk house; three in 
the milk room to light work areas, 
and one light to illuminate the load-
ing platform. 
Duplex convenience outlets-Are 
located in the milking parlor and 
milking room for heat lamps, space 
heaters, etc. 
Circuits-Five branch circuits 
are necessary to serve the milking 
parlor shown. These include two 
15-ampere branch circuits for 
lights ; two 20-ampere branch cir-
cuits to serve the ventilating fan 
and convenience outlets-the latter 
for clippers, heat lamps, etc.-and 
three invididual 230-volt branch 
circuits to serve the milk cooler, 
milking machine, and water heater. 
• • • 
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Lighting Your l-lome 
By Ann Bierbricher, Extension Home Furnishings Specialist 
GOOD lighting equipment located in the right places helps 
you to see easily and quickly. Not enough light, or a light 
that glares, tires your eyes. Let's think about the lighting in 
the different rooms in a house. 
Many people find it difficult to see in their living room be-
cause light from unshaded ceiling fixtures glares; desk lamps 
don't spread enough light over papers. Women who sew can-
not see their stitches because poor lighting causes shadows 
from their hands. Poor lighting shadows g~mes as youngsters 
play, and good light is needed to see in the living room or any 
other room in the house. Often there is not enough soft light 
throughout a room to see clearly. 
What Is Good Lighting? 
Everyone needs more light to see 
small objects and dark objects. 
Good lighting gives enough light 
for you to see each job· you do. 
Some jobs take more light than 
others, but always have plenty of 
light when you do close work. 
Shaded or unshaded-light from 
lamps or fixtures often causes 
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strong contrasts and yet does not 
put out enough light so one can see 
the fine print in newspapers. 
Prevent this by distributing 
enough light over your entire room 
so you do not look into a dark spot. 
This general light can come from 
ceiling and wall fixtures and also 
from lamps. 
Spread or Diffuse Light · 
Light coming through a clear 
shade glistens like the sun. Shades 
need to spread or diffuse the light. 
When you buy shades examine the 
shape, too. Choose those which di-
rect the light on what you want to 
see-not in your eyes. 
If you want good light, have 
enough light over the entire room, 
avoid contrasts of strong bright 
and dark spots, and use proper 
shades on lamps and fixtures. 
Watch Reflecting Colors 
Although any room without sev-
eral colors will be tiresome if you 
spend much time there, some colors 
reflect more light than others. For 
example, pale yellow reflects about 
75 percent of the light that falls on 
it, but pale blue reflects only about 
55 percent. White reflects the most 
light-about 85 percent. Black re-
flects the least. The darker a color 
the less light it reflects. 
Dull finishes on walls and ceil-
ings help to spread or diffuse light. 
Shiny finishes act like a mirror and 
reflect light into your eyes. Smooth 
walls reflect more light than rough 
ones. 
Lamp shade color also will affect 
eye comfort. Light colored and 
translucent shades blend with light 
colored walls. Lamp shades are 
less spotty against dark walls if 
shades are somewhat dark on the 
outside. 
Fig. 5. When there is light all 
around a person, reading is much 
easier. 
Therefore, for good light, where 
walls and ceilings are dark, always 
provide more light. 
Daylight Changes Colors 
Colors in chairs or carpets often 
look different in the daytime when 
lights are turned off. Incandescent 
or filament lamps glow with rays of 
orange and yellow. This causes 
fabric yellows to look brighter and 
reds to look richer. Most other col-
ors appear darker. Filament lamps 
are made in a tube as well as bulb 
shape. 
Fluorescent lights are tube 
shaped, and are filled with vapor. 
Not all fluorescent lamps give the 
same colored light since they are 
made in different colors or types. 
Each lamp is marked with its type 
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r color. Here is a short descrip-
tion of some types of standard flu-
orescent lamps that you can choose 
from for the fixtures in your home. 
e Warm white fluorescent lamps 
brighten red and yellow like 
filament lamps and can be 
used around the home. 
e The 3500° white fluorescent 
lamp also can be used for gen-
eral lighting in the home, but 
it emphasizes yellow, yellow-
green, and orange colors. 
e Soft white fluorescent lamps 
cast a soft pink light which 
emphasizes skin tones. There-
fore, it is often used near mir-
rors. 
e Daylight fluorescent lamps 
make blues and greens bright 
and clear as does sunlight but 
dulls red and orange. If you 
use this lamp in fixtures or 
built-in lighting, use some fila-
ment table or floor lamps, too, 
so complexions will have a 
more natural look. 
• Cool white lamps give off a 
cold, white light which, if used 
in kitchens, sinks or stoves 
will look white and clean. 
Deluxe warm and cool fluorescent 
lamps, also on the market, bring 
out natural colors. 
Today you can emphasize some 
colors and dull others by the type 
of lamps you use in your fixtures. 
The right color of light will help to 
make it good light. 
Lighting Your Living Room 
Fig. 6. Minimum diameter of 
shade is 15 inches. Use 150-watt 
filament bulbs or 50-watt 11uor-
escent circular tube. 
Good ceiling fixtures or wall va-
lance lighting in your living room 
can give soft light over the entire 
room and enough light to prevent 
dark shadows. This blends into 
that from table or floor lamps 
which you need to read or sew. One 
central fixture is enough for an av-
erage sized room, but more may be 
needed in larger rooms. 
~ixtures shown in the illustra-
tions have shades that diffuse light 
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downward yet direct light toward 
the ceiling and walls. Wide shades 
on fixtures spread light. Shades 
which are too small make the light 
seem too bright. Highly diffusing 
materials-opal and enameled glass 
or plastic-are good for shades on 
the filament lamp fixtures. Less 
diffusing material as etched glass 
is satisfactory on fluorescent fix-
tures. FIUorescent lamps give more 
light for the current used but usu-
ally costs more than filament types. 
Size of lamps in the fixtu:r_es illus-
trated is suitable for the average 
sized room. 
Fig. 7. Shape can be round or square 
to suit room. Use 80-watt 11uorescent 
tubes. 
Fig. 8. Minimum diameter of 
shade is 15 inches. Use 150-watt 
filament bulbs or 50-watt fluores-
cent circular tube. 
Hang large fixtures close to the 
ceiling in average-height rnoms. 
In high rooms, suspend the ceil-
ing fixture farther from the ceiling. 
A rule of the thumb is to hang a 
ceiling fixture so it is at least 7% 
feet above the floor. 
If you have a ceiling fixture with 
bare bulbs you can improve the 
lighting. If bulbs fit base-up into 
the fixtures, use a mushroom 
shaped, semi-indirect 50-watt bulb 
in each socket 
(shown below). 
Or, use a white 
plastic shade on 
each bare bulb. 
Fit a shade 7 
inches in diam-
eter on each 60-
w at t bare bulb 
(see drawing). 
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Fig. 9. Close to ceiling or suspended 
fixtures such as this need a minimum 
diameter of each shade of 5 inches. 
Use a 40-watt filament bulb in each 
shade. 
Valance lighting will give gener-
al light over a room-conceal tubes 
behind the horizontal valance so 
light coming from behind the va-
lance reflects into the room from 
the walls and ceiling. Extend the 
valance across one entire wall -
even doors and windows. An aver-
age room needs at least 16 feet of 
lighted valance for good, general 
lighting. If you wish to use fluores-
cent lighting, place 20-, 25-, or 40-
watt fluorescent tubes end-to-end 
behind the valance. And, if you 
want valance lighting on other 
walls of the room, build each sec-
tion at least 4 feet long. 
Fig. 10. A wall-to-wall valance can 
be as deep as 10 inches. Top of the 
valance should be no less than 10 
inches below the ceiling. 
Fig. 11. Here are details of a wall 
valance. Install lighting tubes at least 
4 inches out from wall. Place tubes 
near top of the valance so you cannot 
see them as you sit or stand in the 
room. 
Table and Floor Lamps 
Table, floor or pin-to-wall lamps 
will give extra light needed for 
reading or other close work. But, 
choose a lamp with simple lines and 
a color that fits the room. Make 
sure it stands firmly, too. 
White or cream colors inside a 
shade reflect whereas darker lining 
absorbs or wastes the light. 
Choose a lamp tall enough to 
spread light over your work so you 
can see easily without having light 
in your eyes. A good reading lamp 
placed on a table or desk, 25 inches 
high, is 25 to 30 more inches to top 
of diffusing bowl which is 8 to 9 
inches in diameter. Bottom 
of shade is at least 16 inches in di-
ameter and from 15 to 17 inches 
above table top. Lamp is fitted 
with a 150-watt bulb in a diffusing 
bowl. Some lamps also have a circ-
line fluorescent tube under the 
shade to give more light. 
Lamp shade shape and width at 
Fig. 12. Shape of shade affects spread of light. 
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Fig. 13. Here are diagrams of dif-
ferent ways of obtaining diffused light. 
the lower edge affect the spread of 
light. Slanted shades give a wide 
spread of light, and shades which 
are open at the top direct light up-
ward. 
Lamp parts under the shade also 
affect the spread of light. Some 
lamps have a reflector or diffusing 
bowl (Fig. 13-a or Fig. 13-b) under 
the shade to spread light. Other 
table and wall lamps can be fitted 
with a white, indirect bulb and need 
no diffusing bowl. Such a bulb fits 
inside a wide harp which supports 
the shade (Fig. 13-c). The lamp 
must be tall and the shade shaped 
to direct the light on work. 
Manufacturers make lamps, 
tagged as a "Certified Lamp," to 
meet lighting construction and 
safety standards set up by the Cer-
tified Lampmakers. 
Many poor lamps can be changed 
into good lamps simply by adjust-
ing the height if necessary. Fit the 
lamp with a diffusing bowl and 
proper size bulb, or with a harp and 
150-watt white, indirect bulb. Use 
a shade of proper size and shape. 
Place your lamp close to what 
you want to see. For example, 
place a good study lamp 15 inches 
from the center of your book on 
Fig. 14. Before arranging for good lighting. 
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your desk or table ; place the center 
of the lamp base about 12 inches 
from the front edge of your desk. 
A lamp may seem too bright to you 
if it is too close or if it is directly 
in front of you. Your work will 
be in shadow if your lamp is direct-
ly behind you. 
Place a table ·lamp at the side of 
your chair or place a floor lamp to 
the side and slightly toward the 
rear of your chair. Remember, the 
farther you work from the light 
source, the less you will be able to 
see what you are doing. 
If. you want to see your work 
easily, use the proper lamp. 
Height, plus size, shape and color 
of the shade, affect the spread of 
light from the lamp. Size and type 
of bulb affect the amount of light 
the lamp can give. Position of the 
lamp must be such that light falls 
on your work. 
Brighten Dark Spots 
When a room receives proper 
lighting changes (note Fig. 15), 
there is enough general light over 
the entire room so there are no con-
trasting bright or dark spots. All 
fixtures and lamps have shades to 
soften or diffuse the light. There is 
enough light directed on work sur-
faces to see close jobs. Color of the 
light is pleasing on the skin and 
also emphasizes the main color of 
the furnishings. Check the light in 
your living room. Which picture 
does it resemble-Fig. 14 or 15? 
Fig. 15. After arranging for good lighting 
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Light for Viewing Television 
Bright light from a television 
screen contrasts greatly with the 
dark in an unlighted room. There-
fore, use your lamps to give a small 
amount of general light. Turn 
lamps with three-way bulbs to a 
low level but do not allow light to 
fall on the television screen or in 
your eyes. You may want a small 
amount of light behind the set, but 
to avoid bright spots on walls or 
furnishings nearby, place all lamps 
some distance from the set. 
When you look at a television 
program, sit back at least 10 times 
the width of the picture tube; for 
instance, sit no closer than 8 feet 
from a 10-inch tube set. 
Lighting Your Dining Room 
Fig. 17. Here, diameter of shade is 
21 inches; four 60-watt or five 40· 
watt bulbs are in the upper part and 
one 75-watt lamp is in the center for 
direct down light. 
the best lighting. Some suspended 
fixtures have a diffusing bowl un-
der the shade. The bowl diffuses 
light downward and a switch con-
trols a three-way bulb. A shade 18 
inches in diameter with a 100-, 
200-, 300-watt three-way bulb gives 
enough light for an average room. 
Figure 17 may be a close-to-ceil-
ing or suspended type. It directs 
right both up and down. The 75-
Fig. 16. With a fixture like this, use watt lamp directs light down on the 
a shade with a diameter of 18 inches; table and a switch controls the 
100-200-300-watt three-lite bulb. light to give general light or down 
Fixtures close to the ceiling light or both. 
spread general light over the din- A wall valance-at least 35 
ing room. They do not direct extra inches long-can be used in the din-
light on the table. Therefore, in ing room with a central fixture to 
order to study or do other close give general light or to direct light 
work at the table you will need a on furnishings. If there is a wide 
lamp on or near the table. opening between living and dining 
Lower edge of a fixture suspend- rooms, place the valance on the wall 
ed from the ceiling must be 30 to opposite the wall used with a va-
36 inches above the table top for lance in the living room. 
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Lighting Your Kitchen 
Fig. 18. At least three 20-watt or two 25-watt fluorescent tubes need to be 
in a ceiling fixture such at this. 
Kitchens are work rooms and 
ne~d enough general light so peo-
ple can walk about safely and do 
simple jobs. However, more light 
is necessary over sinks, stoves, 
counters, and tables. 
If you have only a central ceiling 
fixture, you probably work in your 
own shadow. Glossy surfaces of 
your sink and stove may reflect 
light making a glare. If you have 
this problem, shade your kitchen 
lamps and locate them so the light 
falls on your work. Ceiling fixtures 
shown in Fig. 18 or 19 give general 
light over the kitchen. 
Fig. 19. Diameter of en-
closing globe is 12 inches; 
150-watt filament bulb. 
A light fixture, Fig. 19, or a unit, 
Fig. 20, will direct light downward 
if you install them between the 
cabinets over your sink. Or, if you 
attach an unshielded fixture with 
two 25-watt fluorescent tubes to 
the ceiling over your sink you com-
plete the same purpose. Then, fit 
a shielding board to the ceiling in 
front of the fixture to protect your 
eyes from glare. 
Fig. 20. Minimum size of recessed 
light is 8 x 25 inches; 200-watt fila-
ment lamps or 60-watt fluorescent, 
Fig. 21. For each 25 to 30 inches of 
work space, use a 20-watt fluorescent 
tube. 
If you use wall fixtures over your 
work counter and stove, attach 
them to the wall, under a shelf, or 
under a cabinet. An unshaded fix-
ture, Fig. 21, is suitable only when 
attached to the wall under a cabi-
I I I I 1 / I 
Fig. 22. This fixture uses a 25 or 
40-watt fluorescent tube. 
net that is low enough to shield the 
eyes from all direct lighting. Use 
a shaded fixture, Fig. 22, when no 
cabinet or other shielding surface 
is above it or if a cabinet is above 
eye level. 
You could use portable pin-to-
wall lamps over the stove, sink, or 
work counters to light work areas. 
Place them 48-56 inches above the 
floor or so their light does not shine 
in your eyes. 
Lighting Your Laundry 
Fig. 23. Here, fixture uses two 25-
watt fluorescent tubes. 
To keep from missing spots and 
stains on soiled clothes, place fix-
tures to direct light down over 
washing equipment. Long fixtures, 
Fig. 23, will enable you to have 
better working light if they run in 
Fig. 24. A 150-watt silvered 
bowl filament bulb in metal reflec-
tor 12 to 14 inches in diameter. 
the same direction as your ironing 
board. Place fixture, Fig. 23 or 24, 
over the center of ironing board or 
washing unit. These fixtures also 
are suitable over a work bench . 
• • • 
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Lighting Your Bedroom 
Many bedrooms need a wall 
switch near the door so no one will 
have to grope around to turn on a 
light. Shades on fixtures, Fig. 25 
and 26, diffuse light both down-
ward and upward. The fixture 
shown in Fig. 27 directs all light 
upward. Fig. 25. Diameter of shade is 18 to 
Some bedrooms can use a com-
~ined installation, which includes 
an outlet for a lamp or wall bracket, 
a convenience outlet, and a wall 
switch. These cost little to install. 
If you plan to have such a combi-
nation, place the wall bracket a lit-
tle above the average height used 
for a wall switch. 
Everyone needs more light in his 
bedroom than from ceiling fixtures. 
Occupants must see clearly at mir-
rors, as they read in bed, or as they 
sew or study. 
If you read in bed, be sure to use 
good light. Portable lamps can give 
needed light and a good table lamp 
placed close to the side of the bed 
spreads light over the book. Place 
your lamp so the bottom edge of 
the shade is about 20 inches above 
the mattress top. 
Wall fixtures and lamps that can 
be mounted over the bed are easy 
to reach, but always use at least a 
25-watt fluorescent tube or two 40-
watt lumiline lamps. A long shield-
eµ fixture or lamp, Fig. 22, mounted 
on the wall above the bed directs 
light both up and down. Or, hang 
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21 inches; five 40-watt filament bulbs. 
Fig. 26. Diameter of each shade 
is 5 inches; 40-watt filament bulb 
on each arm. 
Fig. 27. Diameter of shade is 18 
inches; 150-watt silvered bowl fila-
ment bulb. 
a pin-to-wall lamp, Fig. ~8, over the 
bed so the shade bottom is about 
30 inches above the mattress top. 
Such wall lamps are useful also 
over desks or sewing tables. 
The best dresser or dressing ta-
ble lamps are those that are at face / 
height. Use shades that let some 
light through them and are white 
or near white. Place a lamp on each 
side, about 18 inches from the cen-
ter of the mirror, and about 6 
inches out from wall. Make sure no 
bulbs shine in your eyes from any 
position you may take. 
Fig. 28. This wall lamp has a dif-
fusing bowl with a top diameter of 8 
to 9 inches. Bottom diameter of shade 
about 13 inches. Use a 50-10-0-150-
watt three-lite bulb or a 50-100-150-
watt white indirect bulb without a 
diffusing bowl. 
• • • 
··Lighting Your Bathroom 
and Other Small Rooms 
mirror, 12-18 inches out from the 
wall - to direct light over your 
shoulders and over the entire room. 
Place a shaded 
bracket over the 
mirror if you can 
have only one 
lighting outlet in 
a small bathroom. 
Light passes 
down through the Fig. 31. This 
lens plate in the has a 100-watt 
shade of bracket, filament bulb. 
Fig. 31. 
Ceiling fixtures, Fig. 29 or 32, 
also spread some light over the en-
tire bathroom. Only in a very small 
room will mirror brackets light up 
the walls. 
Fig. 29. Shaded fixtures like these 
use a 15-watt fluorescent tube. 
Use a wall fixture, Fig. 29 or 30, Fig. 32. Diameter of shade is 12 
inches; 120-watt filament bulb. 
Fig. 30. Diam-
eter of shade here 
here is 4 inches; 
60 - watt filament 
bulb. 
on each side of 
your mirror and 
15 inches from its 
center to direct 
light on both 
sides of your 
face. Mount each 
fixture so its cen-
ter is about 5 feet 
above the floor. 
Lighting Your Closets 
It's a waste of time to search for 
clothing in a dark closet. In a shal-
low closet a simple porcelain pull 
chain socket is satisfactory. Mount 
the socket inside and over the door 
frame at the side where the door 
Long fixtures, opens. Shaded ceiling fixtures will 
Fig. 29, cast light give a better spread of light in a 
over your entire big closet. Control the light by a 
face and under switch just inside the door. Or, in-
your chin. Be stall an automatic switch in the 
sure all wall fixtures are shaded as door frame to operate the light as 
they are level with your eyes. You you open or close the door. Fix-
may want to mount a third fixture, tures in halls often can be placed to 
Fig. 29, on the ceiling above the light up nearby closets, too. 
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Lighting Halls and Stairways 
Poor lighting in halls and stair-
ways invites disaster. Both parts 
of a home need enough general 
light so one can always see to walk. 
Each stairstep needs to be well-
lighted without glare. 
A shaded close-to-ceiling fixture, 
Fig. 33. Diameter 
of shade is 12 inches; 
80-watt filament 
bulb. 
Fig. 33, spreads 
light over a 
small hall and 
an open-top fix-





ture, close to 
Fig. 31. Diameter of shade 
inches; 80-watt filament bulb. 
ceiling so you cannot see bare bul 
as you walk down the stairs. 
You can protect yourself by co 
trolling the light in your halls a 
stairways with a wall switch. Ha 
a switch at the head and foot of tli 
stairs and at each end of the ha 
Lighting Your Entrance 
Your family's safety is affected 
by the lighting at the entrances to 
your home, too. A bracket that di-
rects light downward, Fig. 35, will 
make steps and doors easily seen. 
Use a bracket at each side of the 
door, but if you can have only one, 
place it at the opening side of the 
· door. 
Fig. 35. Diameter of shade 6 inches; 
40-watt filament bulb. 
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Some homes have lights fo 
yards or sidewalks to the garage. 
If you want these for your home, 
use a 150-watt projector fioodlamp1 
or a 100-watt lamp in an angle re• 
fiector. Put the fixture at a spo 
under the eaves so it will cast ligh 
over your yard just where you nee 
it. Control the light by a switch in 
side the house. 
Fig. 36. A projector lamp fixture. 
What Good Lighting Means 
Good lighting in the home helps to make work easier, living 
more enjoyable, and adds to family safety. "Good light" means: 
Enough light on each thing you try to see. 
Enough general light over an entire room so that you 
do not look into dark spots or deep shadows. 
Lamps and fixtures shaded so no light shines into your 
eyes from lamps or reflecting surfaces. 
Lamps and fixtures placed so the light falls on your 
work surf ace. 
Pleasing color of light in your room. 
Switches to control the light, placed conveniently at en-
trances to rooms. 
Good lighting requires satisfactory wiring throughout the 
home. Plan adequate and safe wiring necessary for your light-
ing improvements. 
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